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LIVING WITH DIMENSION AND CHANGE
THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number 78
August 18, 1996 - Sunday
Morning at the World Mother
Center
Let's center for a moment. Go to our
Christ center where all is one and
human understanding is increased
to the divine, and we operate from
one mind in consideration for the all.
Wherever there is conflict -- below
the conflict or in back of it or
underneath it -- is change. It is
always a signal of change. And
when you release your resistance to
change, the conflict ceases.
How we take change is one of the
great lessons of the Order. Change
will often occur as an effort to upset a
sense of false security within an
initiate or disciple. Change will often
open the door to a new dimension
and a new vibration of Living Truth.
Change doesn't mean indecision.
Change is an attunement.
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So I ask you now, how do you
react to change? Does it upset
you? Are you clinging to old ways,
old thought forms? Or are you
readily adjusting to new light?
Change is inevitable, and when
we are building, such as we are,
change is dynamic and vital.
When thoughts and behavior
patterns become too set, too
ritualistic, you can count on
change! That is the way of the
path.

yourself. If you feel to tithe to
a church, an organization,
your tithe should not be
because you feel lack in
yourself or in the
organization! That will only
reflect back to you as an
experience of lack in your life.
Tithe from your conscious
realization of God's abundant
nature overflowing in your
life. That feeling will bless
you!

So, change relates to detachment,
doesn't it? Change also flushes up
fear and threatens the world of
control and rigidity. The human
ego needs assurances. There are
no assurances for the initiate other
than the Spirit Itself. I AM the only
reality.

Tithing was introduced
through Melchizedek. It is the
first law of energy. When
Melchizedek accepted
Abraham's tithe, He was
accepting Abraham as an
initiate after the order of
Melchizedek. Abraham
proved he was ready by
giving a part of himself. The
act of tithing was presented
by Melchizedek who initiated
Abraham into the Order of
Divine Love, the God Spirit of
himself. It was a drink of Light
that had never been
introduced before. It's a
process of spiritualization
that occurs. The more we
give, the more we receive of
the Spirit, the wholeness. The
vacuum is always filled.

Change releases you to the
creative process and to the world
of instant manifestation. And
change relates to not only our
world of light, but our body of light.
The Earth is changing her garb.
You cannot be with her if you are
holding on to a world that is no
longer valid or helpful to you.
Change is creation stirring to be.
The minute change enters your
life, rejoice! You are entering into a
new dimension of realization and
conscious awareness.

The Law Of Tithing
And The Order
Melchizedek

Divine Mind is always
present. But it takes your
O f awareness to receive It and
release It as supply.

I was introduced to tithing through
Crystal
Unity Church. And through Dr.
Joseph Murphy. I understood that
tithing was giving to myself. It was
for me.
In other words, it's a treaty with
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The Revelation of God’s Message to Earth
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The “Quickening” is now. It is not
in the future. It has begun. How
you respond to this Quickening is
critical, as you are needed on the
front lines now. We are ready.
The Master Jesus carried the Christ
Spirit to Earth. He embodied It. With
every breath that he breathed he
formulated the Father’s Will and
determination to realize Himself as
the Creator on Earth. Jesus
registered the Vibration of “I AM”;
and he was misunderstood and
certainly misinterpreted in his
glorious assignment of God’s Son.
Jesus says now, I glorified my
Father’s Spirit in me. I spoke His
words and surrendered my body to
Him that He might live through me
and cause resurrection on Earth.
Total resurrection.
If you would believe in the
Consciousness of God in all life, you
would be free indeed. For the life that
you are living is not a life of freedom.
It is controlled by illusion. You are in
captivity and cannot rise into your
true self without releasing the
oppressed and dividing not. You
have been under the law of a false
creator. Your soul is aching to be
free.
There is nothing but God, in Truth. I
revealed this by My walk on earth.
What you must do, as a people of the
light, is to step into the body I, Jesus,
created while on Earth and release
the body of the world. The world is
not of Me.
If you are to live in the Christ body or
dimension, you must live the way of
the Christ Spirit. This is the challenge
of this moment.

What you have looked for in
your outer life is our union.
Through My Son Jesus, My
expression, I register God as
Love upon this planet. All that
is unlike Me must go. Only My
Image and Likeness will
remain,
the Christ Body that is
And in Me, you find peace and
rest. And the freedom that you Love. You have now to accept
Me in your heart and join with
seek.
Me as one Person in Christ
Illumination comes readily to The Son.
the listening soul.
Fear has been prevalent on
The Third Message of My this planet. Realize there is no
fear in Me. I AM all there is in
Kingdom
My Body. There is nothing but
I first brought My vision to you of
God. All else is illusion.
Light and Energy. I lived with you
as the perfection of the Self. All
What I AM Not
was in harmony with My creation
I
AM
not
war, nor AM I killing.
and nothing was harmful. And
each day was perfect at My own I AM not hatred, nor AM I
h a n d . I r e l e a s e d M y punishment.
Consciousness into My creation There is no hell in Me nor can
there ever be a hell where I
and I saw that it was good.
AM.
I sent My Son amongst you for My I AM not poverty nor AM I
second message. He was not sickness.
separate from Me. We were one. I did not put My Son to the
He was to instruct you as My Word cross. I AM all Love.
Incarnate, My living Voice. He I forgive My people instantly
came to clarify who I AM. Thus it when they enter Me, as I AM
was that I appeared as the Son in only Love. I could not hold My
Consciousness and shone forth Universe together - all My
My Love upon you as the gate of planets, suns and stars would
Heaven opened. The words He fall - if I were not Love.
spoke were My lasting words. I I have come to Love, to
cleansed the earth for My third present Love as My Son’s Life
appearance and message which in you.
I come as creation and I come
now shall be heard.
as Creator.
That which I call My Second I AM the Second Coming.
Coming is in truth My third I AM the way, the truth and the
appearance on this Earth as Love. life, and no one comes to My
What matters most is that you Father except by Me.
accept Me as Love and greet Me I AM Love.
with your heart open and ready to 1 See John 14:6.
receive. I thirst for you, just as you
continued on page 4
must thirst for Me. We are One.
My Church is still standing. It
has not fallen. Yet it is the
emanation of My own Being that
is the Church. Not brick or stone
can build My church. I have
done it already. Enter Me.

1
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The Revelation of God’s Message to Earth
Son meets the Father and we
are One.

continued from page 3

All Is God
If you were to ask of Me, Who is
speaking? Is it Jesus or the Father? I
would say, We are the same. I AM
realizing you, even as I speak. My
Consciousness is determining how
much I should give you of My Self, My
Son’s Life in you. As the decisions are
made, greater is My capacity to shine
through you and to reach My
lingering ones who find the world
more tantalizing than the Christ
Truth.

Forget about money entirely. I AM
the way, the truth and the life. Do
not lay up for yourselves treasures
buried in the ground, a place
where rust and moth destroy and
where thieves break through and
steal.
But lay up for yourselves a
treasure in heaven, where neither
rust nor moth destroys and where
thieves do not break through and
steal.

And Jesus said, If you had known me,
you would have known my Father For where your treasure is, there
also; from henceforth you know him also is your heart.
and you have seen him.
3

****
This holiday season, please
copy and distribute this
University Paper as you are
guided by the Christ Spirit, the
Spirit of Love and Light. For
what I give you is truth
universal, and it is a joy to
realize with you God’s
Message of Love and Unity.
Peace be with you and the
revelation of Truth.
Crystal (Patricia Jepsen)
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The Father and the Son are one, just
as God and His-Her expression of
Him-Herself is of one Being. I AM
THAT I AM.
The moment you separate God from
God’s creation as Consciousness,
the control center is disempowered.
You walk alone in a world of illusion.
Yet I AM so near, closer than
breathing and nearer than hands and
feet if you would but see Me and
know Me.

Jesus Says
Just as I have given to you, so you
must give to others. I rest now in
the words I have spoken. Those
who are reclining, I ask you to
stand up. I need you most as I
surrender My golden Globe of
Earth to the Father. I AM not alone.
Many come with Me. I AM not
separate from My Father, yet
many come who are in Him and
who are with Me as My hands and
feet. Selah.

Only God can conceive of Himself as
expression. There is nothing - no
thing - but God. All else is illusion and
has no life unless you give it life by
your belief.

With your understanding
complete, read now My words in
the New Testament, gathered as
My Sermon on the Mount. And
then, I ask you to live My words as
they are of My Father and not of
me.

Lift your consciousness out of the
money game and put it on God, the
Presence of all that is. When you can
let go of money and align to God as
expression, all needs are met and all
desires quenched by God’s world.

In Me there is no Christian nor
Jew, Muslim or Buddhist. Therein
is My Word. Harvest it. Conflict is
not of Me, nor is death. I tend your
soul that you might find New Life in
Me. I AM the Son, the Christ. The

It’s Not About Money

4

2 John 14:7. (George M. Lamsa Translation)
3 From the “Sermon on the Mount,” Matthew 6:19-21. George M. Lamsa Translation.
4 Matthew 5 through 7.

FEATURED CD/MP3
OF THE MONTH

#22-22 The Fires of Ascension:
Part 2 of The New Planet Series.
Moving into the Christ Body, the body
of light, attuned to a planet of light, you
walk lightly. All life is within you.
Experience it. Love all life at one. In
the second half of this recording, the
Master Sananda speaks instruction in
behalf of the new planet. Treat this as
a meditation. 60 min. (Available
through the University online store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com
choose Cds or Mp3s and go to
“Additional Recordings”)
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Zones of Light and Love
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 41
Don’t be surprised at anything that will
happen. Powerful radiations of light are
pouring onto your planet now—looking
for those who will be as vessels for the
new Incoming Ray and joyous Second
Coming.

continued from page 7
The life circuit is the
you are and would be.
Presence.

Consciousness must behold the
Presence. And never look back
because in looking back, you lose the
Presence. (I AM now.) That means
The ones who have talked of spirituality you are letting go of Life itself.
and who have sought their own
spirituality will be answered and Behold the Presence—the activity of
fulfilled by My light. My joy will God, the Life Circuit in action, in
encompass them.
expression now. This radiates the fire
There are zones, which will serve as
transmitters of this light, steppingstones to the higher evolution. Step
into these zones and you will feel the
presence of My being and the
realization will come that you and I are
one.

Having
It All

of reality and truth.

Open to the New World of
Light.
Prepare your consciousness to
receive the New Light.

Let the divine spark, you,
glow in the Body of God.
God will define who you
are as you take your
place in the Solar Son.
You will find your identity
and purpose in Truth.

The records buried at Antioch
become the Message of
Jesus Sananda in His Second
Coming. They are the words
of the Father through the
Master, and they are the
Truth-written records of
Melchizedek when He first
walked this earth.
The words that were buried

Be open and realize you do not know, w e r e t h e w o r d s o f
Be at peace within yourself. Expect nor can you plan the next moment.
empowerment I give you now.
The Christ Message always
nothing from this world. Enter the flood
of unity and I AM presence, for God is Each moment is alive and vibrating as was and will always be “The
your God Mind. In other words, Center of creation is I AM.”
One.
The root of this wisdom rests
release NOW the patterns of this in you for I and the Father are
No harm will come to you in world. Open to the New World of one. I and the Father-Mother
God are of one accord. We
Light.

Me.

a r e

I will prosper you in Me.
Be at peace now, realizing we as one
Being are the New World and the New
Anything you ask for is ALREADY in
Son.
manifestation.
Simply say, Thank you.
My peace be upon you.
Sananda
7 a.m. October 28, 2003
Recorded by Crystal

Are You Ready?

o n e .

You see, the organized
church and the false
authorities could not - would
not - permit the Living Truth.
For if God walked the earth in
Man, who could be the
authority? Who could tax the
community? By nature, ego
must rule in whatever form it
can until the curtain rises
revealing Truth. There has
never been a God and… Only
God, only Truth, and so it is.

The Consciousness of the Christ is
emerging. Behold the Light within you
as the Christ. Support and nourish the
Incoming Light, as it is you. You are
Thoughts on the Second mortals no longer. Let go of the old
conditioning and be free. Walk as the
Coming
Incoming Christ so that all might be This is the creative sacrament
God is One.
that will be sounded in many
What God so desires comes to pass. lifted.
voices as the solar eclipse
nears and the thread is
(Unless you hinder Me.)
Mother Earth is ascending and she broken that has tied man to a
false program and a false
A desire in the God presence is the will harbor the Christed Man. This world.
movement into manifestation and form. planet is becoming a lighted planet
That is what a Desire made known to and those who remain will be light, Behold, I have come again.
solar and divine.
consciousness is.
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You have the Kingdom. It is
yours. You have but to
accept it.

I tell you to worship me, Jesus.
A false idol that would be. The
living Light I AM must shine
from you, the sacred Light of
Christ.

Churches, priesthoods,
organizations, and systems,
invented by man, have stifled the
living Truth. When that Truth
The Hidden Records, emerges, it is the Second Coming
and it will change this earth and all Walk cautiously. Tell no one.
Buried at Antioch
creation. This embodiment of the From this day forth, know Me
Systems, organizations, have buried Second Coming is the new energy as your Self.
My records, My voice, so that little is field of Living Light that is
heard or known. I speak now. You are emerging. By edict, this is a Christ Be not so concerned with
at Heaven’s Gate.
protecting yourself that
planet and subject to the Law and
you harm another.
the Word of Melchizedek.
At the center of your being is your
Consciousness, the Seed of God, My burden is light.
The Holy Spirit divides not, nor
where I store everything you need to
does She sever those from
know and desire to understand. I AM False ministers who preach war, me1 who I have taught. I am
with you. I have not been separated hatred, and reprisal are the false with you, never to be parted or
from you, as I AM the center-most word. They are not of Me. I AM forgotten.
part of your being - the living p e a c e . I A M t h e w a y o f
capstone and Creator Intelligence. compassion and divine love. I
Open and Receive
You have put a stone in front of Me, so create out of Myself. This is the
that you cannot hear Me or powerful Message I bring. I AM not In the Garden of Eden all is
understand the Christ in you. Yet, I subject to anger. There is no just given. The Garden is a state of
mind, a state of
wait and now I speak so that all might war in Me.
consciousness where all
hear and turn the other way.
agrees with the “Father’s” Will.
The day of reprisal is over. The day
In your God Center within you is the of love begins. Where I AM there is
Christ Within, the Solar Son I AM. In only love. And I reach out to The placement of your energy
in the higher chakras enables
this place of Consciousness, I have everyone and say, “Come.”
you to have and to acquire all
placed you as form complete. You are
that
is necessary for your
t h e p r i e s t o r p r i e s t e s s o f The sound of My Voice removes
present
assignment on earth.
Melchizedek, the defined nature of all obstacles. I AM released
God. And you are the Center of all life Thought and I control the There is no one more qualified
in this Seed awareness and heavens. Though you cannot hear than you to make a difference!
You make the material plane;
consciousness.
Me yet, YOU WILL HEAR ME as you command it in the Christ
thunder in the skies, as the sound
Your treasure lies within. The God of trumpets calling you forth into light.
Presence, the Living Christ, the Me. Reread the New Covenant. I
Visualization
hidden Light Intelligence I AM, is AM there in those words.
Instead of being “in” the world,
within you. When you give it power
visualize
your consciousness
and authority, it removes the The very center of you is God. It is
as
over
and
around the world.
obstacles without your taking Solen Aum Solen. Let go of the
In this way, you are not a
thought. It is that simple. I qualify Me world now. I have come.
prisoner
or a victim of the
in you as I AM. (For those of you who
world.
You
are the creator of it.
have Minerva’s (Book of Life) Code,
Anchor
the
Light
Yes, you are the creator in
you will have fun with this last Truth
You
are
not
My
servant,
nor
AM
I
Christ
of your world, and all
statement!)
yours. We are one. Ask anything in
continued on page 7
My Name and I will do it. Never did

1

Jesus
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who are magnetized by your light
may be a part of your world of Christ
Light. See the miracles you can
continued from page 6
perform through this vision as you
claim responsibility for your right to expression that defines the reality
be, to vibrate the perfect world that is that you experience.
For instance, the degree and
the Kingdom of God.
amount of Awareness you let
express as the All creates your
Stay out of the world, and
world.
Thus, when a Person such
oversee it. The power of your
as Jesus entered the earth and
consciousness is the
realized
His GodSelf (I and the
creator. I AM! I and the Father
are one. We are of one accord. I Father are one), the world
changed. It altered its course, for
AM THAT I AM.
now the ruling Consciousness had
vibrated no less than the Kingdom
Restorative Powers of
God and the sacred Son identity
The Creative Circuit already knows i n t h e m i d s t o f l i e s a n d
your needs. However, you are not misunderstanding. In this same
open unless you state the vibrational context, the more you “empty
formula that will connect the Light yourself” and make a place for Me
Circuits of the All, entitling you to ( G o d w i t h i n , D i v i n e
decree from the I AM position.
Consciousness), the more you will
alter your own world and
Let us begin:
contribute to the Christ energy field
of determined Light—heaven on
I AM That I AM.
earth— as defined by Jesus over
“That” is Divine Substance
2,000 years ago.
(Crown Chakra).
It is the Creative Spirit (Holy
Consciousness determines your
Spirit) released
world. Let Me in!
to fulfill your (God’s) needs as
objectified Substance
A Thought
entering into form.
As you participate in the Voice of Often an individual walks across
the bridge into “spiritual life” and
God (Truth),
remains a victim. Now the
you are vibrating the solar
oppressor, the one to be feared
frequency of the Son.
and obeyed (much like a puppet on
And if you persevere in this,
a string), is God. And now the
you will never be without.
seeker seeks to please God, do
For Consciousness moves in
the right thing as to earn points as
your behalf
a favorite child. Where is the loveand nothing is withheld.
centered “Father” that Jesus
introduced? The ego, fighting to be
SEAL OF MELCHIZEDEK
recognized and acknowledged,
becomes the obedient servant of a
The Living Truth
God outside and on high.
Consciousness beholds Itself.
Oneness is Consciousness and in
Divine Being (God) knows no other
Truth there is only one
but Itself. It casts Its reflection in
Consciousness. I behold Myself in
the waters and rejoices in the I AM.
Me. This is the Life Circuit of your
God Being. It is this circumference of
Watch that you have God within

Having It All

you as your Be-ing, your
Consciousness. And live in the
Presence where you are
fruitful and loved. The
Kingdom is within. It is that
state of Consciousness that
Jesus introduced to us when
He said, I and the Father are
one. You see me, you see the
Father.
The Life Energy is of the God
Body. The Body we call God is
at peace with Itself. All is
harmony and divine love in the
Body. When you return to It
consciously, you are in
heaven, a supreme and
glorious heaven on earth.
You must decide. Are you for
Me or against Me? Your
decision will propel the forces
of the Universe. These forces
will aid you in your
progression, dress you in fine
linens, and do the work in your
behalf. Once you decide to
walk the path of Light and to
realize the Consciousness of “I
AM,” the forces of the Universe
will not stop until you are at one
with the GodSelf and Selfrealized.
Say this and feel the truth of
these words: I am a divine
spark in the Body of God.
See this truth and know it
through your whole being. God
feeds His-Her own Body.
When you fully realize the
words I have given you, you
will never worry about your
health, security, or survival.
Can you see this?
Let the healing Presence of
God flow through you—gently
and lovingly—through your
affairs, relationships, all that
continued on page 5
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The Higher Mind will rule the
You Are One
body and you will have the
The training and preparation for the
original body intended,
new reality, the Fifth Dimension, can
that of the Christ realization or be understood now as the “letting go”
GodSelf.
of all fixed appearances or
This body is perfect without the attachments as you align with the
mortal imprints of a false
Body of Christ.
creation.
The overshadowing of this
Because you will not live in the physical dimensional frequency is with you.
realms now, your body will not be Practice now. Put into practice the
physical. You are the Creator in letting go of the fixed identity, the
substance, a Son of God.
appearance of rules and regulations
and dominant energy brought about
Train yourself to understand that you by belief of separation from God, the
create your out-picturing of the body by Central Source of all life.
your conscious awareness. You are not
the body as you see it in the mortal In the new dimension, God is one.
realm. You created this body, yes, but it That is the Energy you find within
can be easily dismissed by your yourself that is the Spirit-Fire within
understanding and receptivity to the all life. This Power can no longer be
Truth circuits of the Universe, the Truth separated and divided from you.
of the I AM presence.
God, the Holy Breath and Spiritual
Fire of all life, is not only the
What is important to realize is that alternative energy of the new world, it
nothing is permanent with the is the only energy!
exception of Truth. What you have
aligned with and believed to be true Your body is your consciousness. It is
and real is only there because you not the body you see but the body
have believed. This is one of the BIG you feel. It is your immortality. Take
steps—the quantum leap - humanity your mind off the body and put it on
makes into the Fifth Dimension. Living God. When you can do this, you are
in the Third Dimension, you have been in charge. The control is passed to
bound by the thought forms and you.
patterns of the dense material particles
of third dimensional, mortal thinking If you can understand what I am
and feeling. You have been taught to saying here, you will experience an
treat the problem rather than to let go of entirely new radiation of your being.
it, or release it. In the dense materiality You cannot be caught in sickness, or
of the Third Dimension often the only in death. You are your consciousness
resolution to an aging or sick body is and your consciousness is vibrating
death. But in the Fifth Dimension, there the Christ body and the presence of I
is no death. The focus is on God AM That I AM. This Consciousness
expressing as Consciousness. The will always embody as perfection.
Creator and the creation are one.
If you have followed these lessons
Let God express! Let your God given to you by the Order of
Consciousness unfold and out- Melchizedek through this University
picture in divine rhythm of I AM.
office, you are already vibrating the
Christ presence as your conscious
identity. This identity will take on a

body, which will be cleansed of
illusion. Drop the mortal shell! As
you become Christ conscious conscious of the oneness of God
in you and through the
Omniverse - your Christ
Consciousness will out-picture a
body of the I AM. This body is free
of mortal energies. It is not held
by false thought forms and
disbelief in God’s world. It is a
body of light and it is free to
express in union with the inner
Christ. It is the body of Christ.
Your focus must be in your
consciousness, the order of
Melchizedek. The minute you
are focused on your material
appearance, captured by the
illusion, you lose the
consciousness of immortal life
and the control of your body
expression! Read this carefully
and thoughtfully. Let the God
Presence through the Holy Spirit
testify to what I am saying here.
This is important.
You are what you believe, and
what you know as true. The I AM
Presence within the Heart
Chakra will vibrate and radiate
the body of light, the body
immortal, as you align with the
Christ within as your body.
Do not permit yourself to be
caught and trapped in the false
world of separation from God.
Stay in the God Center where
illusion has no place. Be clear
about this. Be radiant. I AM THAT
I AM.
When you release mortality and
you rest in the God Center of
your Heart, you agree with Me.
Then, I can embody as My
perfection, the I AM THAT I AM,
the Order of Melchizedek.
continued on page 9
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The Immortal Body
The Power of Letting Go
As you let go of all mortal thought and
all visible attachments to people,
places and things, you will be
transported into a new dimension of
Creative Power and joyous living. For
you will not be separated from Me. We
will be one in your consciousness. This
current of vibrating I AM Presence will
manifest and create of Itself the world
of heaven on earth. Through you, I,
God in you, wish to do this.

continued from page 8
transformation and consciousness
of the Higher Self. The vowels were
created for this time on earth. You
are the Self I AM!

Gather with others as frequently as
possible to meditate, hear My Voice
and contemplate these lessons. Do
not give way to illusion when you
meet. Keep your eye single on Truth
and stabilize together in the new
world order of Christ
Consciousness.
When you release the appearance and
the thought forms of the mortal form,
The Immortal Body
you are already in the solar
consciousness. You have already Have My Power back that I gave you
agreed with the Fifth Dimension of in the Beginning. Call upon your
unity and God in expression. You are Thought Adjuster, the Father Spirit
not emptying without knowing and within you, to align you to My Word
agreeing with the One, who will fill you and the radiation of Oneness.
with Himself! That is the Fifth
Dimension. You move from one energy Your immortal body is your I AM
cycle to another and you are sure - as presence. It is your presence of God
in you as your vessel, vehicle and
the Fire within you is sure - that I AM.
appearance. Take on the body
Let Consciousness re-create Itself immortal now. Live your immortality.
through you as your Christ Self. This Be free of the death cycle.
will take discipline on your part and
alertness, for there are many traps and But you must want to do this. You are
released from mortality as you
many calls to fail.
desire and are willing to be released
You have but to surrender to Me and I and set free.
will be who you are as I AM. This is the
positive identity of Christ in you as the Focus on the living Spirit of God, the
God presence, as your energy, your
Solar Son.
strength, your health, your body.
Practice this. Every time you want or
Teamwork Is Needed
are tempted to treat a problem or
I cannot stress this too much. There is
focus on your mortal appearance, let
a need for people to band together as
go and let God as your Being
one body, or one state of awareness.
express.
The energy you create by mutual
agreement and conscious realization
Why do you suppose the Master
of God’s Truth raises the vibration
Jesus said, “Destroy this temple (his
many times beyond what you could
material body appearance) and I will
achieve by yourself alone.
restore it in three days.” Because the
physical level was not his focus,
1
Intone the Vowels as given by
Jesus knew that the presence of
Minerva, Scribe of Melchizedek. These
God was his body and would outvowels are for your energy
1

If you do not have a copy of the vowels, they can be found on the
University web site at www.melchizedeklearning.com/vowels.html.

picture as he let it. You will
always have a body. This may
be new to your understanding,
yet it is so. Your body is a tissue
of God; it is the idea of God in
you. Consciousness will always
prevail. In releasing your
thought about your body
appearance and aligning with
your body as God
Consciousness—your God
Consciousness—the vital force
around you and within you will
give you a form. Whether you
are on earth in a busy city, in a
temple atmosphere or resting in
the etheric realms, you will have
a body that responds to the
necessary vibrations and laws
of where you are standing.
Your Christ body is of etheric
consciousness, vibrating as
consciousness webs of creative
power where illusion cannot
penetrate. You can “come and
go” when you understand this
divine principle. You can ascend
and descend, and you can
materialize and dematerialize
as you so desire and will in the
light of I AM.
Yo u r b o d y i s y o u r
consciousness. But in this new
dimension of incoming light,
there will be no physical body
other than the Christ emerging.
You do not have to wait. Those
who are adept at frequency
change will be with you as you
find your new wings in the
immortality of your Soul. Be
Sons of God now as Jesus was
and is. Walk free of mortal
thoughts. Ascend to the Fifth
Dimension as an immortal and
as My Beloved Son, expression
of perfect Life.
Seal of Melchizedek
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UNIVERSITY ALIGNMENT: THE CONSCIOUSNESS
THAT OPENS
THE MASTER’S PAPERS Number 35
Sometimes students say that they do
not understand the University
Records or "Papers." Or that some of
the "truth teaching" is understood
while other segments remain
mystifying to them.
When the student is used to
analyzing study-work, using "the left
brain", the University can be
challenging indeed! This is because
this University is designed to open
the Records in you!
As the University of Melchizedek
draws its force-field from the Creator
as Energy, the student must be
ready to surrender into that
immediate force field of Creative
Energy and divine love. This is
mandatory for you to understand any
work of the University program.

release for this time), or such
lesson material as The GodSelf,
you are assimilating - yes, you are
being affected - by the vibration of
these Records. Even if you do not
understand what has been written,
you will; because the energy within
the words, paragraphs and pages
will cause the brain cells to open.
You have but to know this and wait
on revelation. There is a direct
revelation with each unit of truth
that is given as lesson material.
Thus you study-read knowing that
the Spirit of light will open you to
the meaning in the sentence or
paragraph. You can know by the
light.

I recommend now that you do not
study with the "mortal mind" but
with the activity of the Spirit. You
Each segment of the "teaching" as may well feel what you are reading
r e l e a s e d b y t h e O r d e r o f first - before you truly understand.
Melchizedek is released through
consciousness of that one who is Because the units of programmed
functioning as the doorway or energy are part of a University
threshold for this program release. code, the understanding will
This enables the "Truth" as given to continue. You may refer to a
arrange itself in such a way as to be particular lesson many times and
complementary to the planet and all each time the units of energy will
inhabitants. Each time a portion of open a degree further and a new
the University records are released, revelation will come to you from the
this release affects not only the Creative Spirit.
planet as a whole but all who abide
The result of studying and
on it as inhabitants.
contemplating in this way will give
The Truth Papers or records remain you a sense of empowerment,
in the etheric (invisible storehouse) accomplishment and creativity. For
until the facilitator of these records you will know that you have
can release them into units of energy participated in this process of
that in turn can embody as ideas, learning, and recall the truth from
revelation and/or units of energy to ages past. What a way to learn!
What a beautiful way to remember!
affect the planet.
Let go and let God!
Please know that as you read The
University Papers (as planned

An Added Note...
The University Papers and
lesson materials help you to
open to the light of illumination
and liberation.
Because of the strong,
powerful energy within the
University Records, the
chakras or centers within your
etheric body are affected,
cleansed and very frequently
opened to enable the passage
of kundalini into the crown
chakra, affording you with the
Understanding, Knowledge
and the Wisdom of Truth. True
understanding can only come
through the opening of the
chakras. As you learn to read
in the manner I have described
to you, you will be assisting the
process of your awakening
many times over.
Blessings to you in the Name
of The Most High and The
Masters of the Light,
Crystal
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